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ILYA GERSHEVITCH AND NEW WESTERN IRANIAN

During a stay in Tehran in winter 1956, Ilya Gershevitch succeeded,
thror-rgh the efforts of Seyyed Hasan Taqizadeh and Ehsan Yarshater, ro
obtain the permission to visit Baí[kerd, the Persiiin name of a wild, rugged
area in South Eastern lran, called BaSkard by local peoplel. Equipped with
a tape-recorder, as well as a plenty of paper and pencils, he went there
together with his wife Lisbeth for a reconnaissance of a dialectal area "of
which nothing was known" (G, 1959b: 213).ln order to clearly distinguish
the two local references of the term BaÉkard, the comprehensive and the
restricted one, which in fact only applies to the inland region to the south of
the Marz range, Ilya himself coined the classicising name of Bashkardia to
refer to the whole area (G, 1959b: 214). They spenr in that region of
Westem Makràn almost four months, from March 26 to July i9. "Le Pr.
Ilya Gershevitch, de la Cambridge University, avait eu une grande chance
de fair son voyage en 1956", commentecl Franqois Balsan (1969: 251), the
famous French explorer and journalist, who had to wait from i957 tilt 1966
to set foot in Ba5àkerd. And in fact, just in 1957, a resurgence of armed con-
f,licts between the cantral franian aciministraiion and local bands headed by
the famous tribal chief DadÉah made that wild, far,south-Eastern province
absolutely inaccessible to any visitor for long. ln Etrange Balur:his,tan, fhe
travel book Batrsan published in 1969, he mentions in more than one occa-
sion llya, Lisbeth and their ardventurous trip.

Due to the difficulties encounterecl in travelling in such a rugged coul-l-
try, the Gershevitches were able to visit only a part of Ba5àkerd (one fifth
of the whole area, according io Balsan , 1969: 251); nevertheless, the num-
ber of the localities visited by them, dispersed across barren rnountains ancl
ieachable only riding horses and occasional camels, is by far rruch more
than those visited by the few European explorers who had adventured into
that far place befbre them. Lisbeth was not a mere escort; she took part in
collecting material, particularly interesied in local craft, such as traditionai
stitch-work, and the typical embroidered Bashkardi masks, of which she
still keeps very nice specimens. Details on this journey, geographical and
geo-morphological annotations, cultural and linguistic notes were the sub-
ject of some lectures delivered by Ilya on different occasions. The report of

According to Skjaervo (1988: 846), it was Georg Morgenstieme who suggested to Ilya
to undertake this adventurous travel.
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the lecture held in London, at the Royal Central Asian Society on

Wednesday, April 8, 1959, was published in The Joumal of that Society in
the same year (G 1959b; most of the photos enclosed are by Lisbeth); how-

ever, similar reports had been held even before, as for example at the 24th

Congress of Orientalists held in Munich in 1957 , where a preliminary report

on the clialect of Bashkard was read in a session chaired by Entiie
Benveniste (neither the text nor a résumé was included in ihe relevant

Proceedings). on that occasion Ilya had the opportunity to compare notes

on Bashkardi items with other scholars. In G, 1959: 322-23' for example,

we read that the connection of Av. afant- witlt the Bashkardi toponyms

Alwen and Go.rulr,,en has occurred simultaneously to ilya and Emile
Benveniste as they were looking through some of llya's Bashkardj material

during the Munich Congress.
Modern [ranian dialectology was entering at that time in a new' particu-

larly promising phase: at the Munich Congress, an Intemational Committee

was appointed with the task of planning a Linguistic Atlas of lran (ALI). In
the subsequent Congress of Orientalists, heìd in Moscow in 1960, Georges

Redard, the Committee Secretary, summed up the activìties carried or-rt

liom 1957 rill 1960 and comrnunicated the names of the members of the

Executìve Committee, which had no more than George Morgenstierne as

Presideirt. Among these, with the formal title of councillor, we also find
Ilya Gershevitch, who probably owed his appointment as a member of the

Committee to his personal experience in dialectal field-work in Bajakerd.
Unforlunately, as is weil known, the project of the Linguistic Atlas of Iran,

successively enlarged in order to include the lranian languages of
Afghanistan, was doomed to remain unaccomplished.

From the end of the Fifties on, the name Bashkardi and that of Ilya
Gersevitch will be indissolubl,v tied. If today, remembering Ilya
Gershevitch as a an extraordinary, multi-faced scholar, we could not disre-

gard how he contributed to the development of modein Iranian studies, one

of the reasons lies in the invaluable remarks he was able to produce on the

basis of his Bashkardi material. One of the reasons, I mean, not the only
reason. As a worthy pupil of Walter Bruno Henning, who was an aclvocate

of "the principle of the indivisibility of lranian" (G, 1970a: xxi),
Gershevitch developed different interests in the field of modern Iranian,

producing truly original contributions. In parlicular, as for Eastern lranian,

Ossetic hacl a special prominence among his interests, as we may read in
Paolo Ognibene's contribution to this volume; as for Western Iranian,

besides Bashkardi, Gershevitch often concentrated his efforts on Balochi

and greatly contributed to the improvement of several Persian etymolo-
gies2. He was also pleased when he was able to introduce new words, per-

sonally collected arnong native speakers, ignored at the tirne in the relevant

current literature, such as Sangesari òaf "enclosure for animals", which he

related to Sgd. prc'fSt "enclosure" (G, 1970c: 305) or Birjandi parana"t:he

2 llya Gershevitch rightly considered himself "priviieged" to have counted among his
teachers in Persian a great scholar as Hasan Taqizadeh (G,1962:16).
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day before yesterday", pîí-par.ana .,three days ago,,, dlna ,,yesterday,,,

duíana "last night", etc. (G, 1964a: 79 n. 6).
with the term "Bashkardi" we mean a group of dialects whose speakers

live in an inland area in south-East lran, surounded, except to the nàrth, by
Balochi speakers. These dialects are very close to those sioken in the adja-
cent areas of Rudbar (main centre, Kahnuj) and Rudàn, in the next coastal
area of Minàb, Bandar Abbàs and the isle of Hormoz. They also share se-
veral affinities with the dialects spoken in Làrestàn and in ihe surror_rnding
Balochi area. The dialectological classification still in use is that formula-
ted by Gershevitch immediately after his journey, just in time to be quoted
in the section Neu-irnnische sprachen written by Morgenstierne for the
Handbuch der orientalistík (1958:170). Ilya recognised-rwo main groups,
the northern (NBÉk) and rhe sourhem (sBsk), g.eàtty differing froir each
other3. Each of the two groups, according to iyà is ,,historicallj, 

most inte-
resting, and occupies a unique position among the Iranian languages,, (G,
1959b: 222). As belonging to the sourhem Bashkardi, whicil h"as been
explicitly said to be a conservative persic typea, Gershevitch also mentions

Arnong the relevant isoglosses typìcar of Nonhem Bashkard.i, there are the regular
rholncisrn of a_original dcnral r (NBXk espi. : sBIk. e^rpir ..white,,), 

and the devElop_
nrentof g(r.r:Jfromanolderiar-(NBIk gt\)at)-: SBSkrz/r,-"toréavei: NBIi,gr?-,
SBik óin- "to see"').
G,1964b: 12. It is interesring to see how Ilya enters (even if marginally) the riebate
over the classificafion of western lranian. Aparr frcm'G r oso, uur?.uiiy'i*..ti.ì. uyn{t19rsty, revised__by llya, with a mention oi a sourhern group (persian; the dialects
of Fàrs, LirristEn, Khoràsan and Kermàn) and of ',lhe remàins òi ìbmrer northwestern
idioms" (dialects of the Caspian provinces, the languages of the Kurds, the Baloch
and other isolared groups). rvorth nor.ing in particulir is*ttre hinted .rggÉrii"", i, c;,
1964a: 83 fn. 17, where a so called Easlem-iranian variant zr is contàlted wittr prs.
di-"yesterday". To befter urrderstand llya's thought, we shourd perr-raps reier toElfenbein. 1960: r 006: "within rhe main tlivision Jf ìianian tunguug.., uir.à on trr.
treatment of f.he simple l(ndo)-E(uropean) palatals *k, and *g, irío a'vr'estern, persic,
and ir-n E_astem gro'p, Bar(úòr) berongs to tie raÍer I...1 onè therefore iooks'for.ri-
entation [...] to the two of the Middie lranian languagùs which are nearest to that area,vl:. M(iddle) P(er.sian) (belonging to rhe Westenì gróup) and p(anhian) @;to;;i;;loîhe Eestern group), wh'se meeîing point Ìay to-rhe Seruth or úre òenrraì ò?uo-ir"
region. [...] For a different classilicaiion of lranian dialects, ,ring aitt.i.nt ;;;i",
see.now w. B. Iìenning, Mittcliranisck t..l Bg ff.". Thereaflcr Erienbein conformed
ivith a more current vierv, assefiing that "Eiluchi is in ali essentials a .northwestern'
Iranian language [...] (see MacKènzie on trre dialectology or 'uouth*"rtoroj-and
'norlìwes- tern' Iranian)" (l9BB: 635), even blaming himsóír (1991: 60 rn zl ior ha-
ving beer "guilty" of îhe "deprorabre usage" of cailing "all non-persic tra*un tun
guages 'Eastem"', as Gershe.,'itch did: on this occasion Élfenbein r.eferrecl 1o H;;"i;g(i954: 157-58), r'vith his rist of modern nofthwesrem rranian language, ú.*, h;;
ever. Balochi was nor mention_ed). rnG 1g92, nya does not híve-any'hesitaiion in
speaki'g of''dialectoiogically ìvestern !ranìan'' ianguages, as Kurdish (p. 169) or
even of north-r.vcst Iranian diarects icf. p. r6g fn. 9i; h-oweve., trr.-i*pìà.ri* 

"r"receives in reading this paper is that he stiil remains-more cautious than other scho-
lars to rcsoÍ to srrict crassifìcatory assumprions, on r.vhich rrr.i" ir'" il.;i;;;;;
neral agreement. F'or example, according to him, on Balochi 

"",1 
g".hkui ri,":t";"

Iranian languages that differ from each other no more, buî also not rnuch less. thanspanish for example differs fiom ItaÌian, [...] ar one car.r ,;y ;; iil rir;'t*, r"ì-r"ri,
belong classificationwise ro rhe wesrern, anà not to ttte Euír..n- j.oup; i;;ilT;
g.]rages" (p. ú{. In facr, orhers would have added with no t""riturion tÀìt È"i".rri"belongs" to rhe nofthwestem, while Bashkardi ro the southwest"* g.""p. itì, .i.;.that Ilya perceived this bipanition as inadequate and weak.
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a Pizgi group, including rhe diarects spoken in sahbavek and parmónt, to
the south-west and south-east of Angohran, the main city of Basàkerd, one
of the peculiar features of which haJbeen individuated in rhe developmenr
of the olr. intervocalic/ into hv (cf . vahv- "to weave"; G, 1959a: 323).

Gershevitch has never produced a sketch, even preliminary, of the
llglkTidi language, though he had announced a linguistic ."p'o,t in G,
1962:76 fn. 1; instead he sprinkred new information o-ver many of his pu-
blications along the course of time, starting from G 1957, where he revealed
the connection between oprs. yaka- and the iag tree (Dalbergía sissoo) he
became acquainted with, during his visit to westem Makran, and ending
with one of his two contributions to the FestschriJi Abaev, published (wit[
much delay) in 1998. Liule by little Gershevitch enlarged our knowledge of
Bashkardi, "gifting" us here and there with authentic ,.pearls". I think thaf
no term other than "pearl" befits the resurts of Ilya's wórk (and not only as
a homage to his paper on Margarites, the peart iG I9ggl, ; work of which
he was very proud, and I remember he confidentiaily or"a to calr it, speak-
ing to Italian friends, "la mia margherita"): inside tle indiscriminaie mass
of linguistic documentation he was always hunting round for precious, hid-
den pearls, getting thrilled when he couid find aÀd disclose ihem. so it is
not possible to mention bibliographic references of works where he speci-
fically dealt with Bashkardi, unless one does not want to quote most of his
articles devoted to lranian linguistics; suffice here to mention a few essays
where speculations on Bashkardi are particularly numerous, such as his out-
standing wcrk on the chronological adverbs in Iranian (G 1964a); his arti-
cle on a special syntactic Bashkardi construction in the past tense, accor-
ding to which the verb does not agree rvith the patient, buì with rhe benefi-
cient, with the object of a preposition or even 

-with a possessor, which liya
interprets as a bahuvrc construction (G I 9g7)5; hìs study on the endings of
particular Westem lranian verbs (G 1970b).

who is interested to know the extent of Gershevitch' contribution to our
present knowledge of Bashkardi, may conveniently make use of the aficle
B1slkali in the Entylopzdia lraniccr. where prods O. Skjarvp assembled
all the Bashkardi words produced in the riterature at the tiÀe when the arti-
cle was wriuen (1gss). He took into account the fèw words provided by
Floyer (1882), which Morgenstieme called attention ro, and briefly com-
mentecl on (1946-48: 253-54), the data provided by Gershevitch6, and by
Skjaervo himself (1975), as far as lv{inabi and f{oimozi dialecrs are con-
cemed' which he describes together with the Bashkardi group proper. A

5

6

Bashkardi shares this fearure wìth Kurclish and Middle persiarr (and partially with
other dialects of Fàrs and Làrestàn).
Among the words pertaining to rnaterial culture, there is Bék. rczz ,.a stone heapplaced on.a mountain pass", known 1o be an instrument of iynch-raw tc, Lqlgt, li;Ilyaacutelyrefersthewordto Arab.rajm"stoning"butiswrongirì"v*Àiù"ttrr.
significance of such a.thing "seems to úau" .r.upàd previous tra"veilersl'. À f;;;,Italian traveller of 17d'century, pietro della vaite, naa already noticed ;, trr.^rrr_roundings of Lar "pilasúetti rotondi" thought ro contain ,,muràti 

" ^"rri,óii.*"1,uomini vivi", and left us an accurate description of their .t rp" *J-rrr*;i"" i;;"Filippone, in prinr).
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tèw words have been missed by SkjervÉ, and I add them here just for the

sake of completeness: lut "desert" (G, 1959b: 219)7, the very interesting
i:am "moantain" (G, 1974: 68) and sehr "ploughshare" (also Rudbari; G,
1960: 293); har ét "everyone" , kalak o'chin", tak 'osfrand" and tin "tnaiden"
,Elfenbein, L96l:92,94 fn.2 and 95 fn. 16; presumably suggested by
Gershevitch [see ihid.86 fn. 1]); a much disputable list of 32 Bashkardi
irems with their Balochi equivalents in an appendix to Baisan 1969 (p.362).
Subsequently to Skjarv@'s article, one may quote: ,íoí "louse" in Elfenbein,
1988: 635 and pÚnu, pîwaz "onion" (with the interesting development lt <
'i?.) quoted in the Giossary of Elfenbein 19908, as well as the Bashkardi, or,

Niter, the Northem Bashkardi word for "wild-rue" mentioned as sepaxt in
Flattery - Schwartz, 1989: 144, where it has been connected to MPrs. splxr
"sprouting, blooming". The form sepaxt had been communicated to
Schwartz during the 1973 Intemational Congress of Orientalists (G, 1992:

i19 fn.20) by Gershevitch himself, who, however, in a recent publication
:mended sepqxt into espaht, admitting that the misform might be due to his
having quoted it from memory (G, 7992: 178 ss.)e, also introducing the

Ràme5ki variant espahk (ibid. 1'19 fn. 20). In one of his last articles,
Gershevitch (G 1998) provides us with the complete Bashkardi series of
rresent and past stems of the verb "to see", respectively gln- (cr ,174:1 and
.iir'- (or dlsî) fot Northem Bashkardi, and bln- (or bèni-) and dît for the

S cuthern dialects (p. 1 1 6, p. 134 n. 22, p. 136 n. 3 1 ), but also with the word
. ,-r ''breath". gln and bln, respectively the Northern ancl Southern variant (p.

.l-ìr, as well as the NBSk adjective glnl "recovered (from illness)", lit.
:e)endowed with breath, life" (p. 123-24). To these published words, I

, .i1 add a couple of unputriished ones from a manuscript by Ilya contain-
:,: a drafl of a lexical stu<ly I am going to mentiott below; in particular the

"Bik. 
verb kah- "to fall", obviously related io Bal. ktp-,Parth. kaf-, etc.

. .j SBSk tar-"to fall", with a secondary (but common) semantic shift "to
ì.:ip"10' on the latter Ilya remarked: "this base tav-, of which the Olran.

Thìs is the famous word the local communities use to name the gray gravel plains of
.ouîheastem lran, between Birjand and Kermàn. In fact, the meaning of "desert, bar-
:en land" of Prs. fuil (related to /oxl) "naked, bare" seems to be more common in
Eastern Persian (Xoràsiini fBirjandi], Sistàni; cf. Rezàyi 1994 and Mohammadi
\omak 2000, where the meaning "thirst" is also recorded). lt is also fcrund in Western
Balochi (Barker-Mengal 1969, Elfènbein 1963) and in the Semnàni - Sorxei -
i isgerdi - Shahrnirzirdi area (Sotude 1963).
i,niike Elfenbein 1963, where it is explicitly said (Preliminary notes, p. 9) that a1l the

tsirshkarcii words were due to Gershevitch, there is no reference to sources in
Flîenbein 1990.
ll that occasion Gershevitch extends SchwaIlz' etymclogical derivation for BÉk.
'.rd,r/ (rocie espaht) to Pts. sepand and cognates, disconnecting the latler fiom Av.
':,;tita "holy" .

lie just mentioned base kap-, fbr_example, has been recorded as "to sleep" (nostly,
:. r derogatory word) in Fàrs; cf. Sirazi kapídan (Behnrzi 1969), Sarvestàni kapidan
Hcmàyuni 1992); Davani kapiùan (Salami 2002); see also Esfàhàni kapiddn. "to
. eep" (impolite word; Dàdmàn). ln all Làrestàni dialects (cf. kata in Eqtedari 1955),

-::: meaning "to fail" is preserved, like in Bashkardi, in Balochi (where secondarily
. so means "to lie down"), in Kurdish, in the dialects of Central Iran, etc. It is not use-
.:'s to emphasize here the presence of this verb in an area larger than it was thought
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causative was *tttwa(ya)-, is otherwise attested only with preverbs, cf. Sy.

pit(t)àlaw- 'to throw, make fall' (see Morgenstieme EVSG 63), Yayn.

parîaw-'to throw', Inscr. Parth. wt'wny 'shooting-range' (which Nyberg,

Manual ii: 217 unconvincingly links with tuvan'mighty')"r1.
Leaving aside the Minàbi and Hormozi items, which do not belong to

Bashkardi proper, the known Bashkartli lexical items add up to less than

200 words (variants included), and almost all of them are mentioned in
works of llya Gershevitch or come from his suggestions to other scholars.

A quick look to the material suffices to make clear that the Bashkardi lexi-
con available at present is quite unbalanced. With a little practice, for exam-

ple, all of us could be in a posìtion to reel off complex temporal expressions

corresponding to "three night after the last" or "fout years ago", being also

aware of the history of these words, but as far as the knowledge of the basic

lexicon is concemed, we are still groping for clues.

In Skjeervg 1988 all the Bashkardi morphological and syntactic features

known at that time are also listed, as well as all the sentences which have

occurred in print. The same fact that SkjarvO could think to do that, and the

f act that atl the Bashkardi sentences could be gathered in a half a column of
the En,cyr:loprpdia lranica fotmat is in rtself an indication of the scantiness

of the data presently at our disposal. Of course, there is no doubt that

Gershevitch recorded much more material during his field-work and used

to check ii, when necessaryl2.
For one who wants to have an ovenview of the Bashkardi language, ali

that is very few. But this obvious remark must not lead to an underestima-

tion of Ilya's contribution to the Bashkardi studies. Ilya never had it in mind

to describe Bashkardi or any of its single features. Describing a phenome-

non was an activity which was simply out of his interest-c. What realiy
intrigued him was explaining the origins of a linguistic construction, pene-

trating into its deep causes, tearing the veil from the unexplained or the

pooriy explained. Accordingly, words and constructs of any modem lan-

guage, in our case Bashkardi, may be classified into "interesting" and

"uninteresting". I remember that at my first meeting with him in Cambridge

in 1991, when I had the opportunity to spend with him the whole day at

Jesus College, I asked him if he still had unedited lexical Bashkardi rrrate-

rial. "Shit, onìy shit", he answered, accompanying his words with a grimace

11

in the past (cf. Tedesco, 1921:236-37, wherc it is opposed, as a typical north-western
base, io its southern counterpart pat-).In fact, kaftan is not unknown in Middle
Pelsian as well, both l4iinichean and Pahlavi; even kaJi in Dk VII'2 26 translaled by
Molé (1993: 19) a"s "ils [...] interrompirett (leur coil)" may be an instance of "falling".
Ilya's ms.. p. 3,r. llya Gershevitch strongly disapproveC of posthumous, unauthorised
publication and expressed this with clear and unambiguous words in his In Memoriam
of Hennirrg (1970a: xxiii-xxiv). If I am quoting here one of his suggestions from his
work-notes, it is only because I am sure that it tvould pass all "the tests" mentioned
by llya himself and that trlya "would have positively wanted one to publish" it (lóid.
xxiv).
Cf. e.g. G, 1992: 179 n. 20, where commenting the unavailability of a Southem
Bashkardi word fbr "wild rue" other than Prs. sepand, he admits that "in actual fact I
can find no mention of the plant in any SBI sentence recorded by me".

t2
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of disgust, and looking at my perplexity he explained to me that the words
that he did not already treat in his articles, were Persian or (even worse)
original Arabic words, absolutely useless. "Inteîesting" words are obvious-
ly those which one, having a keen eye (and he absolutely had it), may
recognise as cognates of ancient words, as the result of an ancient process
or as occasional survìval of common OIr. words, which later have become
ahnost extinct, and the forrner are used to throw light on the latter. "Today
we can see that matfers stand otherwise", says ilya proudly (G, 1964b:21),
brandishing the SBúk. present stetn tehr- "to fear", which he derived frorn
an oider stem *trlru- < *ty9a-, as evidence of the coexistence in Old Persian
of that reconstructed stem side by side with the attested one, OPrs. /rsa-.
These two stems are offered as an instance of the optional realisation of the
dental fricative .r as an interdentai 0 in Old Persian at the beginning of the
Achaemenian perioci, which is just what he wanted to demonstrate in G
1964b. Similarly, Bik. gfda(h) "grass", interpreted as a loan from a Balochi
rr crd (a reconstructed tsalochi word; in llalochi only giyah is recorded) per-
nrits lrim to conneci Prs. giyah, unetymologized tiil that time, to Av.
sa.odúyu-, lit. "cattle-nourisher" (G, 1962: 80-Bl; 1992: 173-76); SBSk.
bahr, togefher with BaI. bqrd, is conveniently used to tretter explain the
lranian set of words for "spade" belonging to Prs. óil as deriving from *OIr.
budra-.IE *bhedh- (G, 1962: 78-79); SBék. darayén "hail" gives him the
opportunity to reconstruct an OPrs. and Av. *draduní-,directly comparable
u. ith Vecl. hradúní "hail", to which Sgd. zy6n "hail" would alÀo belòng (G,
Ì 962: 81-82); Bék. narauÀ would assure the existence of a (reconstructed)
=iutbabtthr (< *nabadbwftr) in sorne Middle Parthian dialect (G, 1973:13'l:
SBSk. .íen, Bal. íinik. ianik "'kid" allow him to reformulate the erymology
:ioposed by Hoffmann for Av. sóaènií and to postulate an OIr. *sóani- (G"

'97 1: 267 -69); the tact that B5k. xak is also used in the sense of "ground on
'.,. hich one walks or sits" substantiates a new etymological proposal for prs.
::,7,(-. retèrred to Av. ai (Vd. IiI; G, 1962:77); NBók. nox (alsa níiòg;, deno-
:in-s hollowed-out tree-trunks used for irrigation purposes, sr,rppoÍs the
rs,sumpticn that lE nau- "ship" originally meant "a hollowed-out tree-
:i-unk". even if, aclmits Gershevitch, a deeper analysis of the Old Iranian
:erts (cf. OPrs. naviya-, Av. navayct- "navigable", also "running in channels
-said of waterl") should lead alone to the same conclusion (G, 1962 79-80);
.ie meaning "estate" attribufed to him to Ay. xía1ra- may be confirmed by
.:e meaning of the r.vord íahr in Bashkardi (G, 1959a: 208 fol.). And we
night go on for long.

,\n effect of this atîitude towards modem languages, which is typical of
:he historical linguistics tradition, is the disappearance, after a fleeting
.ìppearance, of tire word sehr "ploughshare" from the lexical Bashkardi
iepertoire at our disposal. Gershevitch introduced it in the Moscow
Congress in 1960, together with other words successively commented also
tn G 1962. The text read at the congress was summarised in a note entitled
-lericuhurel terms in lranian, pubiished in the relevant proceedings in
i963. Ilya Gershevitch suggested on that occasion to derive BXk. selrr
''pioughshare" from OIr. * sufrà- and to relate it to Av. suwt"d-, sufra-, a tool
ii'ith the help of which Yima is said (vd. ID to have enlarged the earth. The
inspired guess of Duchesne-Guillemin, who recognised in Av. suwra the
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name of the 'ohom" was still a long way off (1980). It is possible that llya
for reasons I am not able to recover, but probably on the basis of phonetic
constraints, spontaneously discarded his former proposal already before
1962 (i.e., before the publication of Outdoor terms in lranien). Being no
more able to explain an ancient word, the poor sehr sank into oblivion,
even slipping through the net of the scrupulous survey of SkjaervÉ. I star-
ted some years ago a collection of Iranian terms denoting the "plough" and
its component parts, and being at first unaware of Duchesne-Guillemin's
proposal, I also had related Av. suwra to other Iranìan words meanìng
"plough" or "ploughshare". From my repertoire Av. suwra- has now disap-
peared, nevertheless BSk. selzr still finds his honourable place beside other
Iranian words13.

Though what we know on Bashkardi is still very little (and for this rea-
son the recent publications on the dialects of Rudan fMota.amadi 2001.] and
Jiroft and Kahnuj fDehqàni 1998], as well as the new linguisiic recognirion
of the dialect of Minàb by Gerardo Barbera, a doctoral student at the
Orientale, Naples, are particularly welcomed), we owe to the pioneering
work of Ilya the parlial dissipation of the pitch darkness in which tsashkardi
was concealed. If we integrate the Bashkardi data provided by hìm, with
those produced more recently, we are in a position to situate some phe-
nomena in an areal linguistics perspective. When relating Bashkardi to
Balochi, I mean, one has to take into account the Balochi variety spoken in
the area adjacent to Ba5àkerd, and not an incliscriminate aggregate called
Balochi. Some of the Bashkardi words also indirectly provided by ll-va are
paradigmatic in this regard: see, for instance, tsék dulàxoodust", paralleled
in Elfenbein 1963 with Bal" dulaxt, which occurs in the Marv texts pu-
blished by Zarubin, a word of areal diffusion, widespread in Sistàni and
Xoràsànila and absent in most of the other Balochi varietiesl5. or BXk.
dehade "continual1y", related to Marv (Elfenbein 1963) and Afghàni
(Elfenbein, 7979: 43) Bal. dede. This latter, however, has undergone a
grammaticalization process, becoming a durative particle for continuous
action (see also Elfenbein 1990). The meaning "continuaily" of Bík.
dehade finds a strict parallel in that ("po3te sar ham") recorded for Saràwàni
BaL dede in a long, very useful list of (Ir.) Balochi wordsl6 (a copy of the
manuscript containing the letters alef * kcl is kept at Orientale Archive);

I postpone to another occasion the introduction and discussion of these iems belon-
ging to the lranian agricultural lexicon.
In fact, this form seems to be well attested in Sistàrii (dulgxt; Xcmak 2000), Xoràsàni
(Birjandi dulóx,Heraf dulaxî, MaÉhadi, Qàyirli dùllax, SaIói i99l) and Cenrral dia-
lects as well (cf. references to Zoroastr. Kermàni and Nàyini in Xomak, 2000: 203 fn.
3, Yazdi dulaxin Af5àr'1989 and Sirjàni dulaxrn Saryazdi 2001, where Balochi is
also mentioned.
In Eastern Balochi one finds dhur and dhuliya "dust" (cf. for example Dames 1891 ),
probably borrowed from Indo-Aryiur (cf'. Ur. dhù|, dhùr "id."; for Indo-Aryan see
Mayrhofer KEV/A II, 110; EWA 1II.279. For Prs. dule "whirlpool" in classical lexi-
cography see Dehxodà, s.v.
The author, Abdul Haniid, a school teacher, is a native of Sarawàn living in Chàbahar.
He collected words from different Irani Balochi dialects-
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::ere the meaning of "quickly (bà "ajalle)" is also recorded, the same as

.:tldeh in Persian of Afghanistan (Afghàni Nevis 1956)'

The inclination of Ilya Gershevitch towards Baiochi may have been

-.r oured by the fair amount of published, easiiy available items: long texts

-- rranscription, often equipped with a translation in an European language'

-.rnl,ro.r, glossaries and dictionaries. But what mostly appealed to llya' is
. tth no doubt the so called conservative nature of this language. It was llya
., :ro prompted in the Fifties the young Joseph Elfenbein to devote himself

:, Balochi studieslT.

-\ quick check in the Archive or the Etymalog,ical-crtmparatil'e B.alochi

-, rritinctr1, at the Orientzrle, Naples, makes it ciear how many are the ety-

.rlo-eicaí speculations on Balochi lvords scattered here and there along his

.,,-nifi. production, always characterised by his typical philological

:._-our whiih took into account the semantic and contextual cogency, not

-.. rhan rhe phonetic con5tiluiion. Drre 1o his genefirsity. manv sugB_esÎions

, him are alio fbund in putrlications of other scholars. A couple of Baiochi
,. -.rds have been first iniroduced to scholars by ilya Cershevitch. I would

re to mention in particular íafag\8, a Balochi verb, with a Bashkardi coi:n-

,::parr, which did noi occuf at the time in any published.material.

-l:rshevjrch (G, 1917:64 fo11.) tentatively suggested a derivation of its
,,.r:geci meaning "to cover (a ewe by a ram)" from an originai "to sci:ape"

- sìmi1ar, in aécorclance with the well known semantic shift which leads

. ;ibs connected with the notion of friction to be charged with sexual impli-

:,,ÌLons. Fresh lexicographical material and a summary ad hot: enquiry with

. B alochi speaker, even rf not resolving the whole question raised try llya,

:rovide new arguments wl-rich he would surely appreciate and put to a good

..:. The (ir.) Éalochi c'uple lapten "to peei off (of skin)": íapten '"ta

: ,_rugh the lancl with the hóe" recorded in the lexical collection by Abdutr

.J:,nr]d rnentioned above, may be paralioled to the Ossetian couple (lron)

:,itnl(Dig.)isrcfun"toperish":(lrern)sa1Jrul(Dig')isafun""tad,estroy"
,".i corroborate llya's proposal of an OIr. base *sat"-. The fact that (lr.) Bal.

-;zten is also "to-drop (of fruit)" justifies the active meaning "to beat the

:a, es of a tree with a club to make them {rop" and by extension, "to beat

.rineone with a club" of (Southern) Bal. ldpag, íahpag (Sayad Hàéml

-,rLl0), Easrem Bal. íafay (Mrth6 Xàn Marr - Su-fat XAn 1970). The notion

, scrarching implied by the action of "ploughing the land" of (Ir.) Bal.

, .ipten is stitl fouàO in the meaning "to make slight, vertical incisions or-i the

-"ce with the razor in order to 1et the blood burst out of pimples" recorded

:: Sayad Ha5mi 20013 for Bal. íapag, íahpag' A Balochi .speaker 
of

?.ikistani Makràn (Turbai) confii'med the existence of the verb .iapag in his

:ralecr; nevertheless, he excludecl to have ever used it (or treard it used) in

.ie sellses provided in Sayad HàémT 2000. He gave me a few examples,

.-.ch as gwat anóc, truncl bùt ki mcmq íapt-l u ffiatrc dow'r-e da "the wtnd

,: .rs so strong that overthrew me and threw me away", ot to mana íapÍ

The two hacl come into contact with, through the Italian school of Antonino Pagliaro.

Past stem íabt- (íabt-, according to Ilya's informants)'
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nakane "you can't knock me down", an expression commonly usecl by chil-
dren. According to him, íapag is mainly used in his area to describe the
unpleasant sensation in the throat caused by eating, for example, unripe
f'ruit, such as a green date (papuka monl gutt-íapl "túe green date made my
throat prickle"), which we may still consider a case of "scraping". My
informant had never heard iapag used with sexual implications. On the
contraív, Minàbi iafidan means "tr: fuck"; it has been recently recorded by
Gerardo Barbera in a folktalele. We may also tentatively surmise that prs.
íafídan, presumably a dialectal word recorded in Dehxoda20, has been con-
sidered as a taboo rvord and euphemistically explained ("to sìip, to make a
mistake flayztdan, sahv kardan, xatà kardanl"). In the dialecis ofJiroft and
Kahnuj (Dehqàni 1998) one finds the intransitive form íapldan "to ctack
from coici and dryness (saicl of skin)". Badax5ani íapîdan "to beat, to thrash
fzada*, kotak zadanl" (Salòi 1991) is, however, more problematic.

Even though the semantic range of Bal. íttplf- and their cognates srill
needs a deeper investigation, the results of this preliminary examination
seem io fit Gershel'itch' hypothesis and confirm once again hi-. extraordi-
nary instincl. And it is a fact that llya's suggestions turn out to be constant
sources of inspiration. For these feasons, I find regrettable that no mention
of any Gershevitch' contributions to the history of single Balochi words
(like, for example, G 1961a) has been made in the bibliographies at the end
of the section Baluchi Language and Literature in the article Baluchistan of
the Encyclopedia Iranica (Elfenbein I 988), nor in the chapter dedicated to
Balochi in the Contpendium (Elfenbein 1989), both conceived as compre-
hensive; this does not do justice to llya's interests in Balochi nor meets the
requesís of people inierested to know who contributed in different way to
the development of the Balochi sîudies.

I do not intend to enter here into details of his more relevant suggestions;
suffice it to remernber that one of his last works (G 1998), futl of very
intriguing suggestions, has been devoted to reconsider on one side Bal.
uíkanag'oto hear", for which he reconstructed Middle Ba7. *uí-gln-l glt-,the
second element continuing Olran. waina- "to perceive", and on the other
side, to match Bai. gln"breath" and Prs. hini"nose" (both < *wi(y)-ana-'"ta
Lrreathe"), reasserting in this way Geiger's intuition (but scissoring Kurdish
bén "nase, smeU" out of the "breathing" group). I would spend just two
words to remind my personal, most stimuiating experience of work with
Ilya. Almost ten years ago we planned to caffy out together a research in
order to analyse in detail the semantic range of the Balochi verb pirrenag
(also prenag, mostly in Sarhacld and Saràwàn), poorly recorded by the cr,rr-
rent lexicography with the meaning of "to throw, to cast". Unfbrtunately
this work, a semanîic anaìysis mainiy based on an array of materiai assem-
bled by myself, purposive to an etymological section of which llya was the

L9 In fact, one meets there the odd expression: Ídlidan tu^sar-e-ye, which I am not able
to analyse in detai[; the whole text of this tale wili be inctudecl by Gerardo Barbera in
his doctoral disserlalion.
It is explicitly remarked s.v" that, apart from the quoted sources, the word is found
nowhere else ["ammà dar jàye digar dide naiod"l.
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exclusive responsible, was not completed, even if the written draft (inclu-
ding a manuscript by llya) shows that it was in an advanced stage of ela-
boration. I feel somehor,v guilty of this, since I left time passing, always
postponing to plan a new staying in Cambridge, which I think would have
induced him to complete the part he had attributed to himself in the division
of labour.

Ilya Gershevitch' scientific rigour was beyond compare. At my arrival at
Cambridge, I was impressed for how he had been able to accomplish the iist
containing all the textual occurrences of pirrenag (and they were hundreds
in ail the published Balochi texts) that I had mailed him before leaving
Italy. The relevant missed passages were listed in a welcome card I found
ai Jesus College, which ended with the following words: "Ma questi sono
solo pettegolezzi. ll loro computer è un tesoro". In facî, my list had been
prepared with the aid of a textual data base belonging to the Balochi
Dictionary Project, nevefiheless I had missed passages that he did not fail
to find. In any case, havìng a data base at our disposal proved very usefui
and he was particularly enthusiastic about it. Working with him, I realised
that his knowledge of the literature on Balochi was remarkable; he could
manage with Balochi texts with fair confidence, except for ditîcuit pas-
sages, mainiy in Eastem Balochi. He used to cross-talk with the texts ask-
ing them questions and receiving answers, even if sometimes, one should
admit, his interpretations of the alleged answers might result a little forced.

The strong feel of respect and admiration which llya Gershevitch held
towards the great scholars of Iranian studies (first of all Henning, but also
Bartholomae, Morgenstierne, Benveniste, Minorsky etc.) is well known. In
the field oî Balochi studies, he much appreciated the work and the compe-
tence of M. Longworth Dames, a scholar who rightly deserves the utmost
respect and reliance. He is the author of a Balochi text book, a collection of
popular texts, introduced by a short grammar and followed l-ry a vocabulary,
published without translation in 1891. The first two pafis of this book were
successively translated by Jamiat Rai and published in Lahore in 1904.
Gershevitch had a copy of this translation and used to use it. I still remem-
ber a somehow nerve-racking discussion which extended for a few days, on
the interpretation of a passage, which according to me should mean some-
thrng quite different from that prcposed by Jamiat Rai. On that occasion
Ilya shut the door with obstinacy on rhe evidence which I tried to put for-
-,vard him, and that not on account of linguistic or cultural grounds but only
on the base of what was written in the Preface, where Jamiat Rai (1904: iii)
informs us that the Panjabi government had sent a copy of the translation to
Dames and that "Mr. Dames very kindly went through it, ancl, after making
some valuable suggestions, was pleased to remark that, on the whole, the
translation was very good and accurate". This alleged remark by Dames
$'as enough for Ilya to make him accept without reserve the translation of
Jamiat Rai, translaÍion which in fact should be considered correct "on the
rvhole", but that wculd require here ancl there some emendations.

During the three weeks I spent in Cambridge, working side by side with
Ilya Gershevitch in EIm Street, I enjoyed of his warm, friendly company, I
had the opportunity to experience his extraordinary brilliance and inex-
haustible curiosity, I starfed io become fond of him. perhaps, on account of
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our being onomastically linked, as he used to point out with one of his ty-
pical pun, by the Baiochi variation ila-lela- of the present stem of the verb
iítag,to become fond of him was for me inevitable. Or, perhaps, to become
fond of him was inevitable for everybody who had the chance to know him,
with his sparkling eyes, involving smiles and tiiendly attitude. What I know
for certain, is that the great mark he left on lranian studies, as well as the
great mark he left on our hearths, will never fade.
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